Delivery and lactation information can be copied from the mother’s chart to the baby’s chart, once their records have been linked by Registration.

**Step 1**
While in the mother’s chart, click the **Result Copy** icon in the toolbar.

**Step 2**
In the **Result Copy Wizard**, click to select the chart that you would like information to copy to.
Confirm the baby information is correct, then click **Next**.

**Step 3**
Select the categories you want to copy to the baby’s chart, then click **Next**.
Step 4  
When you’ve confirmed that the information you want to copy to the baby’s chart is correct, click **Copy Data**.

Step 5  
Copied information will appear in the baby’s chart under the IView band **Copied OB**.

**Note:** The result copy parameters include the past 24 hours’ documentation only, unless you specifically change it to look back further (right click on date range and **Change Search Criteria**). For example, if a patient delivered 36-48 hours after admission, the prenatal labs and admission info will not copy over unless you change the date range in the gray bar.